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Content Blocking

a.k.a. adblocking or tracker blocking



1. Why is ad blocking important for Web privacy?

2. Filter lists and why they’re hard to maintain

3. How do you ship a privacy product to millions of users on a 

platform as diverse as the Web?

4. Productizing research is hard (and some tips!)

5. Supporting an open source community project can be a 

superpower!

TL;DR:
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Who uses ad blockers? 

37% of the Web 

M Malloy, M McNamara, A Cahn, and P Barford. “Ad blockers: Global prevalence and impact”, IMC 2016

(even in 2016!)
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Anatomy of a block
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Filter Rule:
/expads-blocked.js
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Ad blocked!
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What are filter lists?

Collection of rules that define what things to block on which 

websites.

Examples: EasyList, EasyPrivacy
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Which projects use filter lists?

Brave, ABP, uBO, Chromium, AdGuard …

If you’ve used an adblocker, you’ve used a filter list
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Why are filter lists hard to 
maintain?



Why are filter lists hard to maintain?
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1. Rules go obsolete
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But filter rule is 
still:

/expads-blocked.js

Not blocked :(

Script name changes, 
now called:

 expads-202220622.js



Why are filter lists hard to maintain?
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1. Rules go obsolete

a. False sense of security

b. Can’t just block /ad*.js

c. Uniquely bad for privacy-focused product
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How do we identify adblock evasion?

1. Create signatures of tracker script execution and use that to 

catch obfuscated, renamed or inlined scripts

2. Detecting Filter List Evasion With Event-Loop-Turn Granularity 

JavaScript Signatures (IEEE Security & Privacy 2021)

3. Shipped new filter list rules



Why are filter lists hard to maintain?
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1. Rules go obsolete

2. Rules can break sites across the Web



<html>

…

<-- Defines track_user() -->

<script src="https://evil.com/track.js"></script>

<script>

  // Call tracking function & pass setup function as callback

  track_user(setup_page); 

</script>

<body>

  <p id="setup-body"></p> <!-- Empty until setup_page() runs -->

</body>

</html>
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Let’s just block track.js! 

… would break the website :(



Why are filter lists hard to maintain?
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1. Rules go obsolete

2. Rules can break sites across the Web

a. Retaining & acquiring users is crucial.



Why are filter lists hard to maintain?
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1. Rules go obsolete

2. Rules can break sites across the Web

a. Retaining & acquiring users is crucial.

b. Users should not be expected to be technical.



Why are filter lists hard to maintain?
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1. Rules go obsolete

2. Rules can break sites across the Web

a. Retaining & acquiring users is crucial.

b. Users should not be expected to be technical.

c. Lots of users in places where folks might not have latest 

hardware.
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Creating privacy-preserving script 
replacements 

1. Solve the privacy-v.s.-compatibility trade-off by automating 

the creation of privacy-preserving implementations of 

tracking libraries.



<html>

…

<-- Browser internally redirects to sugarcoated_track.js -->

<script src="https://evil.com/track.js"></script>

<script>

  // Call tracking function but now from sugarcoated_track.js! 

  track_user(setup_page); 

</script>

<body>

  <p id="setup-body"></p> <!-- Empty until setup_page() runs -->

</body>

</html>
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Creating privacy-preserving script 
replacements 

1. Solve the privacy-v.s.-compatibility trade-off by automating 

the creation of privacy-preserving implementations of 

tracking libraries.

2. SugarCoat: Programmatically Generating Privacy-Preserving, 

Web-Compatible Resource Replacements for Content Blocking 

(CCS 2021)
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1. Blocked or Broken? Automatically Detecting When Privacy 

Interventions Break Websites (PETS 2022, Issue 4)

2. Predicting when a given filter list rule will break a website

Mitigating website breakage caused by 
content blocking
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SugarCoat Engineering: Shipping and rolling 
back
1. Paper -> engineering -> shipped!

2. Reports of browser crashing on devices with very low RAM

3. Rollback
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Supporting the filter list 
community
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Supporting Filter List Authorship

Don’t take the community’s 

work for granted!

Give back whenever possible.

Ryan Brown is the #1 contributor to the EasyList 
repository on GitHub
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Engagement with Active Users

- Feedback channels on:

- GitHub

- Twitter

- Reddit

- Brave Community Forums

- Nightly and Beta releases for power users
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In-Browser Reports
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Collaboration with Other Content Blockers

Content blockers share a lot of features and infrastructure.

They’re stronger when they work together!

A handful of issues we’ve opened against uBlock Origin
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Open Source

- https://github.com/brave/. . .

- Adblock engine used in Qutebrowser, Angelfish Browser, others

adblock-rust
adblock-lists
adblock-resources
brave-browser
brave-core
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Takeaways & goodbyes

1. Privacy is meaningless without compatibility.

2. Research ⇒ production is hard. Perf test! Have a rollback plan!

3. Set up feedback channels.

4. Users are delighted by fast fixes!

5. Build trust with the community by hiring & contributing back.

@antonok@fosstodon.org

@shivan_kaul


